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EE359

Kids identify moods and emotions with our easy-to-use illustrated puzzles! Each self-correcting 2Moods & Emotions Wooden Early Childhood piece puzzle features a relatable scenario on one half and a corresponding emoji on the other—so
Match-Ups
P.227
kids make a visual connection between everyday situations and feelings. You get 24 wooden
puzzles in a sturdy box; puzzles measure 3 1/4" x 7 1/4".

$29.99

AA708

Moods & Emotions Mirrors

Early Childhood
P.227

Children identify and understand a range of moods and emotions…with skill-building mirrors that
boost social-emotional awareness! Each features a safe, shatterproof mirror on one side and an
expressive photo on the other—helping children recognize and identify each emotion in
themselves! You get a set of 6 plastic mirrors with chubby, easy-grip handles. Each measures 8
1/4".

$39.99

PP184

Moods & Emotions Poster
Pack

Early Childhood
P.226

Happy, sad, angry, proud…these posters help students understand and accept a wide range of
moods and emotions! We’ve included 20 posters designed to get children talking about their
feelings. The pack comes complete with a guide; each poster measures 11" x 16".

$29.99

FF465

Moods & Emotions Book Set

GA328

Learning to Get Along® Book Early Childhood
Set
P.227

Help children understand that people have all kinds of moods and emotions—with engaging,
Early Childhood photo-illustrated books that boost social-emotional development! As children explore each book,
P.226
they learn to understand their own feelings, as well as the feelings of others. Set includes 6
paperback books; each is 24 pages.

$49.99

From resolving conflicts and sharing to being kind and polite, these engaging books teach children
the skills they need to get along with others! Our paperback collection includes 8 books with
simple text and expressive illustrations, plus discussion questions and activity ideas in back that
reinforce a variety of social-emotional skills. Each book is 35 pages.

$95.50

RE437

Feelings & Emotions
Paperback Library

With simple, reassuring language, plus expressive photos and illustrations, this collection helps
Early Childhood kids recognize a variety of emotions—and learn positive ways to express their own feelings! Each
P.165
book focuses on a different topic—from feeling scared to being thankful—with inviting stories kids
will love to hear again and again. Set includes 12 paperback books.

$91.50

RA397

Kindness & Compassion
Paperback Library

These carefully selected titles promote inclusion, empathy and encouragement—with tons of
Early Childhood heart and sensitivity! Featuring simple narratives and kid-friendly artwork, the 12 paperback books
P.165
invite discussion while empowering children to seek out healthy relationships and be their best
selves.

$105.00

RA599

Growth Mindset Paperback
Library

Early Childhood
P.165

Our empowering collection teaches children that hard work and perseverance generate positive
results! Featuring encouraging themes—from overcoming challenges and self-doubt to learning
from life’s setbacks—these delightful fiction and nonfiction titles inspire children to try and try
again. Library includes 12 paperback books.

$97.50
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FF704

Feelings & Emotions
Washable Dolls

Introduce the concept of feelings and emotions with our adorable soft-sewn dolls! Perfect for
circle time or dramatic play, each cloth doll features a permanently stitched expression that helps
Early Childhood
children recognize the emotions of others—and learn to understand their own feelings. Best of all,
P.154
the multi-ethnic dolls are completely machine-washable! Set includes all 4 dolls; each measures
12" tall. Each doll also available separately.

$95.00

CA312

Calming Cuddle Ball

This soft, cozy ball provides tons of comfort and security—an ideal way for kids to calm
Early Childhood themselves whenever they need it! Designed to give children a “hug,” the plush ball helps reduce
P.76
anxiety and soothes the senses when kids slip in their arms and give it a little squeeze. Best of all,
it’s machine-washable for super-easy care! Ball measures 11" in diameter.

$29.99

CA201

Cuddly Puppy Weighted
Shoulder Wrap

Improve focus and concentration—or just add a little comfort—with our fun and functional
shoulder wrap! Simply place the weighted puppy over a child’s shoulders for a relaxing sensory
Early Childhood
experience to calm nerves and ease anxiety. The machine-washable fabric is super-soft yet durable
P.76
enough to withstand everyday use. Wrap measures 40" long and weighs approximately 1 3/4
pounds.

$39.99

Improve focus and concentration—or just add a little comfort—with our fun and functional lap
Cuddly Puppy Weighted Lap Early Childhood pad! Simply place the weighted puppy across a child’s lap for a relaxing sensory experience to calm
Pad
P.76
nerves and ease anxiety. The machine-washable fabric is super-soft yet durable enough to
withstand everyday use. Pad measures 8 3/4" x 23 3/4" and weighs 3 pounds.

$49.99

Tilt & Turn Liquid Sensory
Windows

Kids tilt and turn our liquid-filled sensory windows to guide balls into horseshoes…around pegs…or
Early Childhood through the wave maze! With chunky, easy-grip handles, the windows are perfect for small hands
P.77
to hold and control—helping children boost fine motor skills and concentration as they play. Set
includes 3 durable plastic windows; each measures 5 1/2" x 8 3/8".

$49.99

Silly Shapes Sensory Mats

These fun, textured mats provide kids with a totally unique sensory experience! Five mats each
have a different raised surface—including dots, squiggles and more—and each mat comes with a
Early Childhood
smaller matching circle. Kids just reach into the included bag and grab a circle...then use their foot
P.75
to find that texture on a matching mat! Large rubber mats measure 9 3/4" in diameter.⚠
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$59.99

Touch ’em, twist ’em, squeeze ’em—our flexible, nubby rings are perfect for fidgety fingers! Great
for stress relief or for providing sensory and tactile stimulation, the rings strengthen hand muscles
and develop fine motor skills—all while focusing children’s attention. Set includes 6 dishwashersafe rubber rings in 6 colors; each ring measures approximately 4 1/4" in diameter.⚠ WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$14.99
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SE731

Sensory Rings

Early Childhood
P.74

PP504

Gel-Bead Sensory Shapes Set of 8

Early Childhood
P.74

Help children experience shapes, colors and textures at the same time—right in their own hands!
Each squeezable vinyl shape is filled with colorful gel beads that engage kids’ senses—perfect for
keeping fidgety fingers busy and building fine motor skills. Our 8-piece set highlights 4 fun
shapes—each in a different vibrant color kids will love. Square measures 5" x 5".

$29.99

WD311

Wonder Wands

Early Childhood
P.74

Our fascinating wands are filled with glitter and confetti floating in colored liquid—creating a
dazzling effect that children love to watch! Kids observe as the pieces shimmer, spiral and swirl
down…then flip the wands over to start again—for a soothing sensory experience that keeps kids
calm and focused. Set includes 5 plastic wands in 5 colors; each wand measures 11 1/2".

$24.99
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SE120

Swirling Glitter Sensory Balls

Early Childhood
P.74

These mesmerizing, glittery balls encourage calm and concentration—and they’re super-durable
for endless sensory fun! Each watertight translucent ball is filled with liquid that suspends the
glitter…kids just toss, roll or shake to make the glitter swirl. You get 6 plastic balls in the 6 colors
shown. Balls measure 2 3/4" in diameter.

$29.99

PP508

Sensory Star Beanbags - Set
of 6

Our colorful beanbags are fun to feel and toss—for a sensory experience little ones can’t resist!
Early Childhood Ideal for exploring texture and color, building gross motor skills, and tons of other activities, each
P.157
star-shaped beanbag is covered in a different tactile material that tots will love to touch! You get 6
beanbags; each measures approximately 4 3/4" wide. Beanbags are machine- or surface-washable.

$16.99

DD384

Soft & Washable Sensory
Balls

Tots touch, toss and squeeze our soft-sewn balls…and build sensory awareness as they play! The
Early Childhood balls have lots of fun textures, super-bright colors…plus jingling bells, soft crinkles, rattling beads
P.157
and more. Best of all, the balls are fully machine-washable! You get a set of 6 sensory balls; largest
measures 7 1/2".

$39.99

EE610

My Feelings Journal - Set of
10

Early Childhood Kids express their emotions as they color an emoji on each page to show how they’re feeling that
P.193
day—then draw and write about it! Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 60 pages.

$38.99

LC960X

Boost early literacy and social-emotional skills—with charming kits that bring beloved stories to
life! Each kit features 10-12 washable, soft-sewn storytelling pieces, plus a big, ready-to-use
Social-Emotional Storytelling Early Childhood
treehouse, bucket or classroom that fits all the pieces inside. As kids act out the stories, they
Kits - Complete Set
P.167
explore important themes—from kindness and friendship to diversity and self-awareness. You get
all 3 kits shown (hardcover books not included), each with a guide. Each kit also available
separately.

$115.00

KT14355

Behind the Little Red Door
Social-Emotional Activity Kit

Coy Bowles, author and member of the Grammy Award-winning Zac Brown Band, promotes socialemotional competence, creativity and storytelling with an all-in-one kit based on his new book,
Behind the Little Red Door ! Featuring beautiful illustrations and lighthearted rhymes, the book
shows what might be behind an intriguing red door—from a field of red flying foxes to a room
that’s upside down. Kids discover it could be anything…if they just use their imaginations! The kit
is packed with engaging materials, including a CD featuring 10 original songs written and
performed by Coy himself—just click “Listen” for a preview of each tune! Plus, you get a
storytelling board with 10 facial features and 25 storytelling pieces, skill-building activity cards,
puzzles, books and more! All components store neatly in the custom-designed box.⚠ WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$218.00

KT9205

Social-Emotional
Competence Support Kit for
Preschool Programs

Building relationships, facilitating friendship skills and addressing challenging behaviors—we
target all of it in this kit! Designed specifically for preschoolers, this exclusive kit includes an
extensive classroom library, a Daily Schedule Chart to support classroom organization, soft seats
for circle time, and more.

$599.00
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